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IN THIS ISSUE
In this edition of S.W.I.F.T., we are honoring
Black women who made an impact in our
personal lives. These women can range
anywhere from our mother’s, sister’s,
daughter’s, cousin’s, niece’s, grandmother’s,
aunt’s, mentor’s, friend’s, etc. – the list goes
on. These relationships are crucial to the
development of our identity and how we
shape ourselves as Black women. It is
important to have these women in our lives.
We need to have examples of roles to model
ourselves after. We need to have someone
who look like us that we can identify with.It
is important to acknowledge these women
because being a Black woman specifically,
the history surrounding Black women’s
experiences confirm Black women’s voices
have been under represented, disregarded
and demoralized. In the same breath, there
are Black women in history who broke
through barriers and created paths that
hence – allows the existence of this
newsletter. In this issue we are taking the
time to bring light to voices, to experiences
and to influences who made an impact on
our lives. I hope that as you read this issue
you think of a Black woman in your life who
has made a significant impact on you. Think
of that woman who have shared stories
about how they discovered who they are,
experiences that they've went through and
the lessons that they’ve learned along the
way. ~TiElla Grimes, Founder of S.W.I.F.T.
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Hot Topics
by Dalhia A. Frederick
As many of you may have notice the newest topic all over the news and social media, has been the
decision to change the face of U.S. Currency. Specifically, I wonder what are the views of
many of our followers, when it comes to the face change of our $20 being replaced with
Harriet Tubman in 2020?
Please submit your answers to any of our contacts below.
We will review and compile your responses in our 3rd issued newsletter and social
media platforms.

Harriet Tubman as the New Face of $20 bill.
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What To Do When Your Shero Falls…
by Farah Jeune

I always grew up believing that no one
owes you anything in this life. You’re born
into this complex humongous world and
anyone who is brave enough to guide you
through it with love, support and respect;
consider yourself lucky. How lucky was I
that 25 years ago, God and the universe
decided to place me in
the arms of my
incredible mother.
Growing up in a Haitian
household usually
means you’ll have tons
of rules, overly
exaggerated and
dramatic parents and
dinner for breakfast.
With a single mother,
consider those rules
multiplied by 100. Yes,
my mom was that mom
who would write hours
when I could go outside
on our front door (still
suffering from the
trauma of
embarrassment), play
either loud Kassav music
or Country music while
pulling up into my school
driveway (yes some
Haitians listen to
country music…it may only be my mom)
and always willing to debate why she
deserves a discount on anything (a skill I
have yet to attain). She is a rare species
that I often disagree and bicker with but
through all the drama, I love her
tremendously!
When one often thinks of a hero, you
envision a person who is strong,
courageous and inspiring. My mother Irma
is all of that with a sprinkle of sass,
creativity and a powerful will to always
fight for what she believes in. This bold,
witty and unique beauty was born on the
small island of Haiti. She arrived to
America at the age of 17 with a little
English under her belt, a huge family to
support and an incredible love for
American culture. Being the youngest girl
of 10 children, she always had a “smart
mouth” as my grandma would put it and
never was the person to be afraid to speak
up or get caught in the back of the line. A
natural born leader, Irma explained to me
that after two months living in Florida with

her aunt’s family (a total of 12 people in a
small house) and hating to depend on them
for food, transportation and
communication, she finally woke up one
morning and had enough. “I got on the bus,
got off at the local grocery store that I had
previously accompanied my aunt to and

went to the cashier and said, “Me want
job.” The next day Irma was working full
time. She explained to me that even
though she didn’t know English well, she
found a way to learn it. Even though she
had no experience working as a cashier,
she could count. And even though it was
scary coming into a new world, she didn’t
let that fear hold her back. Within a few
months, Irma made enough to find her
family their own apartment and even
learned a few more words in English like
her favorite, “What’s up man?!”
In a few years, motherhood would also be a
new world for Irma. She made sure to
sashay her way into that as well. As early as
I can remember, my mom was always
fierce, tough and my personnel super hero.
When I would fall down as a kid riding my
bike, instead of wiping me tears, she’d urge
me to get back up, be tough and try again.
Tears weren’t allowed. When it came to
getting ready for school and work, she’d
give me a speech every morning about the
importance of being on time, getting the

job done and asking questions. I tried to
take this all in while dozing in and out
eating my breakfast. After taking the time
to apply her makeup, do her hair and apply
sometimes too much perfume, she’d come
into the kitchen, place an empty plate in
front of me and demand where her
breakfast was. “You
can’ be selfish in this
world Farah” she would
exclaim in her thick
Haitian accent. I
learned how to cook
my first whole chicken
by the time I was eight.
My mom’s parenting
skills wasn’t limited to
being strict; she was
also a great expert
when it came to
medical advice. Any
cut, scar, headache,
physical pain was
always accompanied
with some castor oil
aka L'huile Mascreti
bka the Haitian
treasure. When I was
sick in the hospital with
severe asthma as a kid,
to make me feel better
she would bring me
‘real food’ to cater to my soul assuring me
she was the real doctor in the house. Those
overnight stays at the hospital were tough
and lonely but she assured me that
learning how to be independent and strong
during adversity would eventually teach
me how to stand on my own two feet. She
wasn’t lying. By the time adolescence
entered my world, my mom already had
the birds and the bees talked fully
prepared. We would watch a marathon of
Lifetime movies. Shaking our heads, eating
friend plantains and reacting to every
ridiculously dramatic scene with a chorus
full of “oh ooh,” “Ki ca” (say what) and “eh
hiens” for every plot, Irma made sure to
remind …(Continued) me that she would
kill me if I attempted any of those scenes. It
worked.
She definitely had her own unique way at
approaching parenthood but by the time I
got to college, I saw that all of her craziness
was necessary. Attending UMass or as
some people call it the “zoo,” I was glad
that my mother gave me a good amount of
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home training and preparedness and those
Lifetime movies, definitely teach you a
thing or two. I’m sure she’d be proud to
know her threats or as she calls them
“promises” had a strong effect on my
decision-making.
When I finally became an adult, I saw how
similar I was to this queen. When moments
of adversity would come my way, I saw
how quickly I would become so annoyed at
the situation that the only way to get it off
my mind was to resolve it. When
relationships I once had begun to dissolve
or get messy, I saw how mature I was to be
okay with letting it go on good terms and
being sure to listen to my inner voice. And
when it came to situations where I felt
overwhelmed, I saw how okay I was with
saving the drama for my lashes and not
being ashamed to cry, feel human and seek
help if I needed it. All of these
characteristics I gained from my mother.
The last one particularly, of being okay to
show emotions is one I’ve recently come to
terms with. During my college career, I saw
how depression affected my mother. The
rollercoaster of emotions were real and for
the first time in my life I witnessed my hero

Photo taken, edited
and produced by
Dalhia A. Frederick
from her “Women of
Glory“ Collection.
“I enter this image
for the simple fact
that social media is
covered with images
that misrepresents
the ideology of
beauty. Here’s my
version of beautiful.”
~Dalhia A. Frederick

Photo Model:
TiElla Marie Lewis
Grimes
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fall down. It was odd because I would often
selfishly think to myself how come she
couldn’t be strong? She was strong when
she came to America as an immigrant. She
was strong when she battled domestic
abuse. She was strong during her seven
surgeries. She was strong as a single
mother for all of my life and she’s been
strong since the day she was born. So why
couldn’t she be strong this time, when I
didn’t feel comfortable seeing her be
anything but the adjective she portrayed so
well? Mental health is so beyond important
and often times, especially in the black
community, we see it as a sign of
weakness. No one wants to be labeled as
crazy. No one wants others to know they
take prescription drugs for mental health.
No one wants to be seen as a fragile being.
But the sad reality is, there are many of us
that are suffering and suffocating from not
feeling free to heal ourselves. Too often,
when it comes to seeking aide, we can’t
find that support in our own communities
and sadly our own homes. We have to
change that! The realty of seeing the
different stages of depression and having a
fear that I could one day lose my hero was
importantly it reminded me that having

this perception to always feel strong and
not show emotion was inhuman. We’re not
born on this world to just survive, we must
live. We must experience. We must feel
free to be shamelessly ourselves and
express our emotions. Most importantly
we should have communities that support
us. I’m very glad that I got that wakeup call
and even more grateful that my hero is
coming into terms of fully taking care of
herself; mind, body and spirit shamelessly.
Irma is the traditional Haitian mother with
an American flair. She has her own wits
about her, a strong personality, wisdom
and good sense of humor that even
through tragedies, one can always
appreciate. She walks on her own pace,
makes her own rules and someday I have a
strong feeling she’s going to write a book
about it. Every day I thank the gods for this
incredible being I’m lucky to still have
active in my life. She’s cool, she’s dramatic,
she’s funny; she’s my hero.
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THE EXPECTING MOTHER’S AND BEYOND
By: Viergelyn Chery-Reed

Throughout my pregnancy journey I have faced
many changes. However, the most memorable
ones I have welcomed with the expression of
raised eyebrow, a frown, a tear or a head-shake.
For every women's pregnancy journey is
different, yet you will be swarmed by many new
coming mother’s and veteran mothers who will
with or without request want to offer you advice
and do’s and font’s during this time and perhaps
during the first year of your motherhood
journey. Currently, 7 months and 1 week
pregnant, my wife and I are gearing for the final
weeks and enjoying this ride. Be present for
every bit of it.
If you are reading this issue of S.W.I.F.T May
newsletter and you are on the expecting
motherhood journey- congratulations! I
welcome you to share your tips and memorable
moments on our website.
TOP PREGNANCY TIPS
Morning Sickness - is ALL DAY sickness. I begin
morning sickness early on in pregnancy and it
lasted 14 weeks of constant vomiting, nausea
and tears - yes at my final weeks I cried. You
don't realize how grateful you are to have food
and water until you cannot keep anything down.
TIP: try everything that is recommended to you
that may relieve the uncomfortable symptoms,
and try things that don't make the list! For
example, what soothed my nausea was often a
bowl of lucky charms and whole milk - neither
which I have in my diet, but it did the trick for
the first 2 weeks.
If you feel bloated, irritable and a tad sensitive do something that either requires some energy
or no energy. TIP: Society will feel
uncomfortable around your ever changing
moods, due to elevated hormones, however,
that is for them to sort out. What you need to do

is be authentic with how you feel and
what you can do!
Your body will change! A big deal for
some and definitely the case for me. I
am generally an athletic person and
often rely on my weekly routine of
exercising, hiking and walking. For
my pregnancy I was given the “no go”
due to some medical concerns, which
left me feeling lazy and annoyed. At
this point in my pregnancy I have
found appreciation for my temporary
body and the weight that has come
with it. I keep reminding myself that
in no time I will be back to all those
fun things, but in moderation. TIP: By
maternity wear when your clothes
don't fit, you only need an additional
300-500 calories a day (depending on
your age, weight and height) and add
something to your lifestyle that bring
you joy.
TOP MEMORABLE THINGS
PEOPLE SAID
“Which one is the mom?”
“You think you tired now you have 18
years of that”?
“Your belly is so small. Are you
eating?”
“How did you get pregnant”?

Dear Momma,
This month gives me joy to honor my mother, Marie Joachim.
My mother migrated to the United States from Haiti and
established her new journey in Boston, Massachusetts more
than 40 years ago. She obtained her college education and
became a Certified Nursing Assistant and Phlebotomist
working double shifts in hospitals, nursing and private homes
to raise my siblings and I. I know she sacrificed many
aspirations for the wellbeing of her children.
As her piscean daughter, it was often reflected to me through
others that I was a mere reflection of her. Most notable her
perseverance, intuitive abilities, creativity and the joy of
helping others. However, our relationship was not quite stable
and thus as I grew into young adulthood, we became distant.
Nonetheless, with the opportunity of time, was given the
opportunity of growth and understanding. Over time, we
began to find ways to communicate, share space together and
understand our personalities, values and desires.
What I have grown to know of my mother is that she is as
stubborn, opinionated, wise, creative, sensitive and bold as I! A
bit scary to see it reflected back, but that the validation of
knowing what attributes I too hold.
Marie has since retired from her two jobs, is sending her last
child off to college this Fall 2016 and expecting another
grandchild. She enjoys reading spiritual scriptures, speaking to
family across the wires in Haiti, Domination Republic, France,
Canada, Brazil , she enjoys cooking ( large meals ) seeing her
children, singing, sewing outfits and watching telenova.

“You look exhausted. I bet you wish
you could have some of this coffee”?

Mom, may you always find peace and may you always find joy.

PET PEEVES

Viergelyn

Sincerely,

Peopletouching my belly without
asking. I did not realize that people felt so
compelled to touch first, ask later!

Viergelyn is one of our S.W.I.F.T.
members and we would like the
chance to congratulate her and her
wife on their soon to be bundle of
joy. 
Viergelyn Chery-Reed
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Our Mother
by Shana Auguste

My mother, is everyone’s mother, she bore two but loves a zillion
“My children” she always says, our generations vary by the decades
She spreads motherly love pollenating, like a “Queen Bee”
Continuously giving birth to new unions, Ma is proud of her babies
She has the nature to make you feel like you were her only child
If it weren’t for genetics, there would be no way to question it
Parenthood isn’t a talent, rather a skill that takes much practice
Being present with tender love and firm unwavering support
All qualities of any real parent amongst many more
Our mother, our teacher and our friend; we’re blessed to have you
Our mother, my mother Gods most precious gem

IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR ART,
POETRY, OR PHOTOGRAPHY TO BE
FEATURED IN OUR BI-MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER. LET US KNOW.
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By mYia X

Sharel’le Olivier
BA-Childhood; MSED-Special Education
Sharel’le Olivier will graduate from Pace
University, School of Education with
combined degrees, B.A.-Childhood &
M.S.Ed-Special Education. Sharel’le is also
the president of her Sorority Chapter,
Sigma Gamma Rho. Whether in her
capacity as a student teacher or young
women’s health ambassador at ABCD
Health Services (Boston, MA), Sharel’le is
known to be innovative, efficient and
driven in her commitment to support all in
her sphere to be, to do and give their
ultimate best.

Abigail Bucknor

Shabieko Ivy

BA-Childhood; MSED-Literacy Education

BA-Anthropology

Abigail Bucknor is a Queens, New York
native. She will graduate from Pace
University, School of Education with
combined degree B.A.-Childhood &
M.S.Ed-Literacy Specialist. She is very
active on campus. Her SDA faith is
important to her and she is very active in
her church. She is also a powerFULL &
talented singer.

Shabieko Ivy will graduate from Hofstra
University with a degree B.A.Anthropology. She is named after South
African revolutionary & anti-apartheid
leader, Steve Biko. Shabieko has traveled
abroad as a youth ambassador to engage
in key dialogues on issues pertaining to
social justice in Jamaica & Ethiopia. She is
also a Cultural-Arts leader in the Sarabita
Movement, a project founded by her
father, Ras Atiba. Currently, Shabieko is an
intern for Councilman Jumanee Williams in
Brooklyn, NY.

We Applauded You Young WomYn-Sisterz!
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We SALUTE these three young womYnSisterz as they proudly prepare to RISE and
receive their diplomas from Pace
University, Graduate School of Education
and Hofstra University during May 2016
Commencement ceremonies.

fervor. Afrikan Warrior, Assata Shakur
offers these words to your generation, “…I
sincerely implore young people to develop
their minds, to develop their skills, to
expand their states of consciousness, and
sharpen their abilities to analyze reality…”

We SALUTE you, young womYn-Sisterz of
brilliance & resilience. For YOU are the
embodiment the words spoken by Warrior
Poet, Scholar and Activist, Audre Lorde, “I
am my best work - a series of road maps,
reports, recipes, doodles, and prayers from
the front lines.”

We SALUTE you, young womYn-Sisterz,
for alongside these three, we know there
are many. Carry always the spirit of
UBUNTU, overstanding that YOU are
never alone. We, the Village will always be
there to love, guide, support, listen, wipe
your tears and strengthen your essence.

We SALUTE you, young womYn-Sisterz as
you blaze your trail with revolutionary

In this Rite of Passage, we celebrate your
continued evolution and extend additional

armor in this litany, for more than
Survival…
“I have a duty to speak the truth as I see it
and share not just my triumphs, not just
the things that felt good, but the pain, the
intense, often unmitigated pain. It is
important to share how I know survival is
survival and not just a walk through the
rain.”- Audre Lorde
“I sincerely hope that all young people will
have the courage and the wisdom to hold
on tight to their humanity and their
historical mission.”- Assata Shakur

Speak Truth to the Power of WomYnhood
Speak Truth to the Power of Sistahood
The journey continues...
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May Calendar
Congrats Class of

8

Mother’s Day

10

Clean Up Your
Room Day

2016

19

Sharel’le’s
Graduation
(Pace University)

21

22

25

23

Happy Birthday
TiElla!!!!

Buy a Musical
Instrument Day

Malcolm X ‘s
Birthday

23

Happy Birthday
Marquitta!!!!

National Missing
Children’s Day

National Wine
Day

30

Memorial Dat

31

World No
Tobacco Day

International
Jazz Day

